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Testimonials
John Lusty
Regional Managing Director
BLOOR HOMES

Dated: 9 March 2017

I can confirm that our experience with your Company has, to date been very good.
Upon one of my recent visits to site, both site managers and sales staff commented on the quality of work and the
personable nature of the tilers. Upon my own inspection of the general tiling it was pleasing to note that all was clean
and tidy with plumb and straight vertical and horizontal joints well filled with a good standard of grouting. All edgings
were cleanly cut and jointed leaving a very presentable piece of work.
As always (with any job) there has been the odd issue, of minor significance (snagging), but these have been rectified
with minimum fuss and a good-natured attitude.

Brett Coley
Commercial Manager
ARJ Construction Limited

Dated: 14 February 2017

“We appointed Specialist Ceramics as our tiling contractors for the renovations project to 4 floors of Brunel University
Campus, London. Throughout the project, I found them to be extremely flexible and cooperative.
ARJ Construction are always impressed by their professionalism, from tender submission to quality of work no matter
what sized project they are dealing with. Would highly recommend and re-employ their services for future projects due
to their great craftsmanship and ability to follow through to completion.”

Richard Poulter
Site Manager
BLOOR HOMES

Dated: 10 February 2017

“We have been working with Specialist Ceramics for quite some time now. I have found them to be a very good
company myself. They are doing works for us at Shinfield Meadows, a development of 450 houses. A selection of 2/3
and 4 bed homes. The quality of the work their work is very good and they arrive when promised which is a bonus as
many companies let us down.
I would recommend them to any company as good tilers are very hard to find these days.”
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Testimonials
Robert Williams
Project Director
Berkeley Homes

Dated: 29 February 2016

“I would like to take this opportunity to thank you and your Company personally for all the effort, hard work and
support you have given to me and my team over the last 2 years. During this time, Filip and the team have always
worked in a professional manner, which has resulted in a very successful and fantastic looking scheme at Highwood.
I wish you and your Company all the best for the future at Highwood and I also look forward to working with you again
in the future.”

Chris Hay
Quantity Surveyor
William Anelay Limited

Dated: 2 December 2015

“Specialist Ceramics have been contracted by William Anelay on two of our most prestigious projects, Westminster
Abbey Song School and Friars Mill Leicester. I have found their service during tender to be accurate, timely and of a
very high quality with the works on site carried out to a very high standard that our clients demand.
Their attitude to variations and change is accurate and in good time so cost and time can be agreed ahead of the works.
I have been impressed with their overall performance and will now be engaging their services on other projects both
during the tender process with our estimating team and our site teams.”

Patrick Harris
Contracts Manager
Lawrence Baker Limited

Dated: 3 December 2015

“Specialist Ceramics have been involved in a number of projects for me over the past 5 years or so. These have all been
care homes, typically around 70 beds in size.
The Specialist Ceramics team have always done their best to work with us, and all the other trades, during some very
hectic and pressurised situations.
The quality of the work produced has always been good, with very little in the way of snagging required when complete.
I have recently moved companies and the projects that I am working on are not yet at ceramic tiling stage – when they
are, Specialist Ceramics will be on the list to tender.”
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Testimonials
Tony Hannon
Business Development Director
Ruggles & Jeffery

Dated: 26 August 2015

“We are pleased to be able to confirm that we have worked with Specialist Ceramics Limited for a number of years and
very much intend to continue to do so going forward.
Anthony Keen, Vince Keen and their team have always provided a very high service level and excellent standards of
workmanship. We have always found them to be friendly, professional, flexible and determined to always deliver
quality works on time, to agreed budgets and snag free.
We have always found them to be very cooperative, submitting Site Specific Risk Assessments and Method Statements
on time and that these have always been effectively communicated amongst their Site Team who take particular care
to adhere to those.
The professionalism of the organisation extends beyond the office and throughout the business in that the Site Team
are always very well turned out and strictly comply with all PPE requirements.
Specialist Ceramics Limited have worked on various high profile ceramic tiling projects for us and have always produced
excellent results. Those project values, won through competitive tender, have usually been in the region of £10k – 12K
but we would have no hesitation in engaging them for larger projects should the opportunity arise in the future.”

